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DATACENTRE SERVICES
Comtec specialises in the design, build, maintenance and management of datacentres
and server rooms.
Our service encompasses new builds as well as the refurbishment and upgrade of live facilities. Our goal is to create
efficient, technically excellent facilities that are scalable to meet the power and cooling demands of latest generation
IT equipment.
As an experienced systems integrator with a thorough knowledge and understanding of the IT industry, we are
perfectly positioned to deliver highly resilient solutions for high-density IT deployments. Our on-going maintenance
and management services help to reduce the threat of systems downtime, mitigate the risk of thermal shutdown and
keep facilities operating optimally.
We manage systems growth efficiently; so strategies such as server consolidation, virtualisation and high-density
computing can flourish and benefit your organisation; regardless of energy, space and resource constraints. In
addition, we are able to help organisations anticipate and respond to the high demands placed upon network-critical
physical infrastructure; ensuring energy and cost efficient IT delivery with the maximum availability of information.
As a long-standing datacentre specialist and Elite Partner to Schneider Electric, we provide intelligent eco-structures
and services that address a range of strategic IT and business objectives. Our solutions provide high-availability
power, cooling, management and monitoring to meet service level agreements and guaranteed uptime requirements
for all types of organisations, large or small.

DESIGN & BUILD
As IT strategies evolve and business demands change, the needs of your datacentre,
server room and communications hub environments become increasingly critical.
Here at Comtec we focus on delivering solutions that are both flexible and scalable;
solutions that allow for the efficient and effective management of your evolving needs
so your business can benefit from strategies such as virtualisation and high-density
computing; regardless of space, energy or resource constraints.
When it comes to designing a datacentre or server room, we adopt a unique ‘eco-structure’ approach
that produces maximum efficiency in terms of space, energy use, carbon emissions and maintenance. By
investing in integrated infrastructure for power and backup, cooling, security, physical threat protection,
monitoring, management and next generation connectivity, our datacentre solutions deliver unrivalled
performance and availability for your IT and communications assets.
Efficiency is at the heart of the design process. Close attention is paid to the design and management of
power and cooling elements to maximise cost savings and ensure that physical infrastructure is flexible
enough to adapt to changes in demand whilst maintaining a healthy host environment. Sustainability is
often a key consideration so our solutions can incorporate heat reclamation from the datacentre for re-use
in your office heating system.
Our turnkey solutions incorporate datacentre flooring, walls, access, physical security, UPS power
protection and distribution, cooling, lighting, IT equipment cabinets and datacentre management
software.

CAPABILITIES

VALUE

• Efficient on-demand datacentres, server rooms and
communications rooms

• Reduce the threat of downtime and keep your 		
facilities operating optimally

• Modular and scalable network critical physical 		
infrastructure

• Anticipate and respond to the demands placed 		
upon network-critical physical infrastructure

• Right-sized power and cooling for virtualisation and
high density environmentsComprehensive monitoring
and management tools

• Constant visibility, vigilance and intervention to 		
protect IT investments

• Consultancy, assessment, design and build services
• Efficient, reliable power and cooling
• Remote management capabilities via Comtec’s
24/7 NOC
• Datacentre and server room relocation services

• Increase power and cooling capacity with a
smaller footprint
• Minimise energy costs and help meet Carbon 		
Reduction Commitments (CRC)
• Turn any room into a world-class datacentre or 		
extend the life of an existing facility
• Next generation WAN connectivity utilising the 		
infrastructure of BT’s 21st century network

ROOM OPERATION AND
FUNCTIONALITY

PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND
QUALITY ASSURANCE

Comtec consultants and designers adopt a holistic
approach to datacentre design that takes into consideration
the entire scope of room operation and functionality. From
physical access and fire prevention, to the assurance of
capacity and efficient operations, we make sure that the
room works on a practical level as well as a technical level.

Once the environment has been designed, we produce
detailed CAD drawings for incorporation into your main
architectural plans. If appointed as primary contractor, we’ll
also liaise with the local authorities for planning permissions
and building regulations, including the fire officer and
district surveyor.

Years of experience have taught us all about the
coordination of high and low level services, floor and ceiling
grid set-off points, reflected lighting plans and cabinet
positions. We know what works and what doesn’t.

Throughout the process, we maintain a proactive approach
to project management and quality assurance, from
concept to construction.

DATACENTRE COOLING
Efficiently removing heat from datacentre and server room environments, and away
from individual IT components, is one the biggest challenges facing IT and facilities
departments. A challenge made even more complex by the onset of virtualisation
and the development of high-density computing. Applying an intelligent, efficient and
comprehensively ‘right-sized’ approach to the design and implementation of cooling is of
paramount importance in order to avoid systems downtime.
Almost every kilowatt of energy consumed by your datacentre is a kilowatt of heat that
needs to be removed to ensure assured and uninterrupted systems operation. As power
consumption of computing equipment varies according to use, so does heat output.

VIRTUALISATION & HIGH DENSITY
The pressure on today’s datacentre managers to squeeze maximum value and
productivity from white space is driving IT strategies for which the datacentre was
never designed. Environments optimised for high-density and virtualised IT systems
require both appropriate management software and a flexible architecture for physical
infrastructure.

Virtualisation creates a landscape of change in the server room that presents new challenges to the power
and cooling infrastructure; with implications to both effectiveness and efficiency. Applying an intelligent,
efficient and comprehensively ‘right-sized’ approach to the design and implementation of datacentre
cooling is crucial in order to proactively avoid and manage availability risks.
Optimised power and cooling, post server-consolidation and virtualisation, can save up to 50% on your
server room energy bill and significantly reduce your carbon footprint whilst assuring systems availability.

Comtec are experts in the design and supply of datacentre cooling solutions, from the
external plant to the internal units and everything in between - including on-going support
and maintenance. We are an Elite Partner for Schneider Electric’s APC and Uniflair ranges
of datacentre cooling solutions.
In addition to safeguarding network availability, we translate our expertise into direct
organisational benefits such as greater energy efficiency, enhanced cost savings and a
platform for addressing carbon reduction targets. Typically, efficiency gains of between
20% and 40% can be realised over legacy systems.

CAPABILITIES

VALUE

• Modular, scalable datacentre cooling
technologies including:
• Close-coupled cooling
• Hot aisle containment systems
• Room cooling with perimeter CRAC
• In-row cooling
• Chilled-water and DX cooling systems
• Over-aisle cooling systems
• Cold aisle containment systems
• Containerized cooling solutions
• Dynamic right-sized cooling
• Zero thermal/solar gain enclosures
• External water chillers
• Integration with heat reclaim/heat reconversion systems
• Environmental management and monitoring
• Economizer-based, free cooling solutions
• Comprehensive support and maintenance

• Eliminate the risks to business downtime of
thermal shutdown
• Minimise energy waste, reduce costs and promote
carbon responsibility
• Maximise cost savings across the IT and
facilities departments
• Underpin business continuity and compliance
• Standardise on a modular, industry leading 		
infrastructure platform
• Scale ICT adoption easily and rapidly
• Future-proof medium to long-term IT investments

UPS AND POWER PROTECTION

MONITORING & MANAGEMENT
Organisations that are juggling the complexities of systems availability, server consolidation,
virtualisation and energy management are increasingly looking to intelligent, proactive
datacentre infrastructure management solutions (DCIM) to provide real-time monitoring and
asset management.
The effective control of a datacentre environment is a dynamic, 24/7 process with a comprehensive monitoring
and management regime built upon advanced sensor, alarm and intelligence systems. This safety net, essential
for virtualised or high-density environments, allows IT departments to innovate with relative impunity and maintain
uptime in the face of physical threats and rapidly evolving environmental conditions.

Assured datacentre availability is a business-critical imperative. Without robust and scalable
uninterruptible power supply (UPS) systems in place, you simply don’t have a resilient
business continuity strategy in place. Knowing how to adopt and operate the optimum
UPS systems can be challenging in an environment that is subject to constant change and
becoming increasingly virtualised.
From small networks to megawatt installations, Comtec is the provider of choice for UPS:
• Intelligent and efficient network power protection for servers, point-of-sale terminals, routers, switches,
hubs and other network devices
• High Performance battery back-up & protection for business computers
• Advanced UPS management and safe system shutdown
• Remote monitoring and control of an individual UPS

Comtec not only provide the latest management and monitoring technologies, but can also undertake the ongoing execution of management and monitoring processes from our 24/7 Network Operations Centre (NOC).

We provide battery back-up power for anything from a single PC or workstation to an entire datacentre. This
includes standalone solutions for office IT and point-of-sale and pre-engineered, rack-based power and cooling
systems for server rooms and datacentres. Servers, telecommunications equipment, storage and any other
devices can be configured together to deliver a solution that will protect all your equipment from power outages.

As well as safeguarded network uptime, our flexible yet comprehensive approach to datacentre or server room
monitoring and management assists capacity planning and identifies valuable opportunities for improved
technical configurations, working practices and cost/energy efficiencies.

We work closely with leading UPS vendors, such as MGE and APC by Schneider Electric, to build and implement
the most flexible, scalable and energy-efficient UPS solutions. Our commitment to delivering technical excellence
ensures your ICT and business objectives will continue to be met in the event of a power outage.

CAPABILITIES

VALUE

CAPABILITIES

VALUE

• Flexible, scalable technologies for:

• Improve the physical security of your datacentre

• Best-of-breed scalable UPS technologies including:

• Eliminate the risks to business of electrical outage 		
and downtime, including loss of data and damage
to equipment

• Power distribution
• Environmental conditions (heat, humidity, water etc.) –
		 Strategic placement of specialised sensors
• Physical threats – Motion detection cameras, image
		 capture and storage
• Capacity management

• Mitigate the risk of fire and damage from extreme 		
environmental conditions
• Reduce management time and costs
• Operate a 24/7 monitoring and management regime
without the need to be onsite
• Minimise energy & cost wastage

• Remote management capabilities via Comtec’s
24/7 NOC

• Maximise cost savings across the IT and
facilities departments

• Alarm notification systems integrated with email/SMS,
with image data storage capacity of over one year

• Promote carbon responsibility

• Support and maintenance

• Underpin business continuity and compliance

• Standalone UPS for SOHO/ SMB
• Rack-based UPS for datacentres server rooms
		 and communications rooms
• Industrial and custom UPS solutions
• Hydrogen fuel cell UPS
• Power distribution units (PDUs), including Zero U
• Battery resupply and decommissioning
• Management and monitoring
• Support and maintenance

• Minimise energy cost wastage and promote
carbon responsibility
• Underpin business continuity and compliance
• Scale ICT adoption easily and rapidly
• Standardise on a modular, industry-leading 		
datacentre infrastructure platform

